Waste Reduction
Proposal for creative re use teacher toolkit

**Goal:** To develop activities for teachers of grades 3-6 as tools to teach students about creative re-use or upcycling as well as using waste as an art medium. Waste streams will include items from private homes, school, construction sites, local businesses, and globally. Promotion of workshop through direct contact with schools either by way of phone calls or site visits will take place in order to ensure attendance.

**Time line:**
- **Tuesday, July 14:** Proposal due.
- **Tuesday, July 28:** Rough draft of first lesson for grades 3-6 due.
- **Tuesday, August 4:** Feedback returned from RE Sources/RE Store staff by
- **Tuesday, August 25:** Rough drafts for all grades due.
- **2nd - 3rd weeks of September:** Begin promoting program:

Teacher workshop potential dates: Monday, October 5th or 19th – both are early release days. Promote workshop through direct contact with schools, (contacts provided by RE Sources/RE Store staff), press releases, and follow-up phone calls.

**October:** Present workshop and evaluate
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